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THE “COMMODORE” AND MILT GABLER 

Once upon a tune there was a record store called the Commodore Music Shop and a young man 
who founded and ran that establishment by the name of Milt Gabler. The time was the thirties and 
forties of this century although the store stocked phonograph records of the 78 rpm double-faced 
type as far back as the year 1926 while Milt was still in high school. Now, Milt fell in love with jazz 
music and the musicians, and composers, who made those sounds on these concentric platters 
with center holes and grooves full of heavenly vibrations. The problem was the fact that jazz music 
on disc was getting scarce in the early thirties, so the Gabler decided to do something about it. He 
made his own records for his own record shop. First, he reissued the cut-out jazz classics, leasing 
them from the discontinued catalogues of the major companies, and selling them on the Commo¬ 
dore’s “United Hot Clubs of America” label. But, that was not enough for soon when the market was 
created, the major companies followed suit and they stopped pressing the discs for Commodore. 
Milt knew it was time to make his own music and Commodore Records was born. I quote from a 

booklet issued by the store. 
“On January 17th, 1938, eight of the greatest swing artists in the history of jazz music gathered in 

a New York recording studio. Sponsored, not by one or another of major recording companies, but 
by a small retail record establishment long identified with “hot” music, the Commodore Music Shop, 
their purpose was to put on wax the first privately recorded jazz-jazz as they themselves felt and 
wanted to play it-jazz as you might hear it if you were fortunate enough to catch these musicians 
playing for themselves after hours in some back room.” I paraphrase further, Eddie Condon from the 

frontspiece of the same remarkable booklet. 
“PHONIES are four cents a dozen in the music business and in some departments you can get a 

better price than that. That’s why (these recordings are) so remarkable. A great big percentage of the 
music (in this collection) represents the sincere musical opinion of some of the best minds in jazz 
music-beliefs that have kept fine musicians on a transparent hamburger diet these many years. A 
lot of you good citizens didn’t like, don’t like and never will like these records. But if you do-then 
thank the intellectual courage and foresight of Milt Gabler” signed, Eddie Condon, NICK’S Greenwich 
Village, October, 1938. Genesis, it was a beginning, the first independently made jazz recordings of 
America’s greatest contribution to the arts. Soon many others would follow but none have ever 
equalled the excitement and warmth of the Commodore recordings that Milt produced for the next 
decade. You can still hear it in the performances for the players were in their prime and at the peak 

of their ability... and they loved Gabler. 



Believe me, I know all of the above is true for I was there at the time. I am that man, Milt Gabler. 
It was and still is a great love affair, myself and jazz, and jazz persons, writers, players, singers and 
composers. One thing I do know, is that without jazz I probably would never made it at all. There are 
some that say that I would have been a success at anything I put my mind to. But we shall never 
know, for the tune wasn’t called that way. Jazz was my bag, and it still is. It taught me many things, 
most important of all, how to listen, and listen hard. 

All people hear music, some people listen to it. There is a difference. I prefer to listen. In the old 
days there were no discographies, in fact there were no jazz magazines. We had to listen to the old 
records and try to figure out the personnel and the soloists. Jazz men were recording with pop bands 
and we had to identify the players. After a while, it became easy, for the performer’s sound and style 
was as easy to recognize as his speaking voice. 

The Commodore Music Shop was a great training ground, not only for yours truly but for 
everyone who entered and took the time to discuss and listen. The original Commodore had two 
record booths and they were kept busy. 

Nowadays Ip’s come sealed in plastic and there are no machines for listening. (That is why 
packages like ours of proven pre-selected jazz classics are all important to the new collector and the 
old hand who wishes to renew his acquaintanceship with this past). By today’s standards we did not* 
sell a lot of records, but we sure sold the right ones. What was important was how we formed a Jazz 
Club (actually the first mail order record club). Our re-issued rare jazz records listed all of the data 
right on the labels, a first that all others soon copied. We also organized jam sessions and the first 
jazz concerts to make the music popular and to create more work for the musicians... 

They were great days for the music. And that was what I tried to preserve with my Commodores. 
The old time tunes that the jazz bands played were not popular Tin Pan Alley plug songs from the Brill 
Building in New York City. You were not likely to hear them played on the radio. We had to put them 
on disc, played by the original creators and the men who followed them who had been inspired by 
these men and their music. I recorded them for the future generations of musicians to have as a 
record of what had gone on before them. I wanted them to be like I heard the music in the clubs, or 
the way it went down at my sessions at Ryan’s on Fifty-Second Street each Sunday afternoon. At 
New Orleans funeral processions the young musicians that paraded behind the first band directly to 
the rear of the hearse were called “The Second Line”. Well, my Commodores were made for the se¬ 
cond, third, fourth and fifthliners ad infinatum. I know that they will be there. 

I have been around this country and there are more jazz bands playing traditional, New Orleans 
dixieland, Chicago style, free style mainstream, Commodore Style, or whatever you want to call it 

than there ever were in my day. And I want to inform you that they are playing their hearts out. You 
should get out and listen to them. They need your patronage and your enthusiasm. 

I was not alone. We tried to stir up the world about this great American music, and I guess we 
succeeded. Here it is fifty years later and this collection of rare Commodores is being made available 
again. Loving jazz, any facet of it, is like being Irish or Israeli, or let’s call it like it is Black, or any other 
minority. You fight for what you believe in. You try to interest one friend in it. You open his ears, and 
he tunes his heart to it. Then in turn, he introduces someone else to the sound, the beauty and 
excitement of jazz. Its new, -yet its old, its for real, its forever and for everyone. Soon, where there 
were two, there are four, forty, four thousand. And so it grew from the little Commodore to the entire 
country and the world, and it grew some more and it splintered into factions-Avant Garde-Mouldy 
Fig-Swing-Progressive-Chicago^San Francisco-West Coast-New Orleans-Harlem-Trad. 

But it is all the same, its jazz for listeners. 
Jazz in my time was always integrated. It just had to be that way. Of course, at the turn of the cen¬ 

tury and through the twenties and early thirties it was different. But that was soon straightened out 
when there were enough listeners and less hearers. It took time and maybe it never made it with the 
big hotels and dance band gigs in the old days. But in the jazz clubs and on record dates, if you could 
blow your horn, had a beat, and knew how to stay out of everybody’s way, you made the scene. If 
you could read music (not enough to spoil your playing) you were way ahead. Jazz music was one 
of the few ways a black man could make it out of the ghetto. He was hurt every day of his life on the 
outside, but he had his music, and he had his listeners to insulate him, and dull his pain with their 

admiration, adulation, and compensation. Yes, Money... 
If you love jazz, you cannot stand still. Your interest can only go forward as the new performers 

and innovators appear. By the same token, if you have an open mind and are serious about the 
subject, you must go back to the source, the mouth of the mother-river; the root, or whatever. You 
must hear the men who came before, the creators, and stylists, and writers who inspired and taught 
the young people of today. There it is-on the record, to be enjoyed and listened to. In my opinion 
nothing beats record collecting. To me it beats stamp collecting, although one can look at a stamp 
and dream of far away places and times. However, you can play a record and hear it like it is,... 

or was. Stamps are mostly square. 

Milt Gabler 
Founder of Commodore Records 
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It is amazing, absolutely amazing, and for two reasons: first that I am writing notes for a set of 

my favorite recordings, and next that they are being made available again on Commodore, and this 

time out of the original issues. Of course there are other Commodores available simultaneously con¬ 

taining alternates, and there will be more in the future, but I just had to write about this particular 

set and the history of how it became a reality. 

The story has been told before but it bears repeating in my fashion, for it all happened a long time 

ago. In 1926, while I was still in high school, my father allowed me to start a record department in 

his Commodore Radio Shop at 144 East 42nd Street in New York City (later we changed the name 

to the Commodore Music Shop). I stocked the obvious popular songs by the artists of the day, but 

in 19281 listened to the Brunswick Chicago Rhythm Kings recording of I’ve Found A New Baby and 

There’ll Be Some Changes Made. It changed me for sure. I was hooked for life on the spirit and sound 

of those two sides. I liked the Louis Armstrong Hot Fives, Duke Ellington, and the Bix-Goldkettes, 

the Whitemans and the Okeh Trumbauers, and the Bix and His Gang sides, also the McKenzie-Condons 

on Okeh. I even cherished the Red Nichols Five Pennies for the tunes they played, and the Dixie 

Stomperson Harmony, but the Brunswick Baby and Changes Made- they were something else again. 

Now you will all want to know how it all led to the Jazz A-Plenty session with Wild Bill Davison and 

the other stalwarts. Naturally, the answer is, it pointed me to a man named Eddie Condon. The late 

and sorely missed George Frazier once wrote that “if there had never been an Eddie Condon, (Milt 

Gabler) would doubtless have created one.” They are beautiful and discerning words, but that still 

does not alter the fact that Condon was present on the Chi Rhythm Kings session and also on the 

Commodore Jazz A-Plenty, plus about two hundred and fifty other titles he and I made together, not 

all of them on Commodore. Every time Eddie and I gathered some of our favorite musicians and songs, 

no matter if the label read Wild Bill, Maxie, Brunis, Muggsy or Bobby, if my man Condon was on the 

date he ran the show in the studio. He set the time and kept it there. He tapped it off. I took care of 

things on the other side of the glass (control room). I chose about ninety-five per cent of the tunes, 

for that was my business-selling songs and the people that made them. 

I also set the balance (the relationship of the instruments to each other and their proximity to the 

microphone), and it was direct-to-disc in those days, with no playbacks for reference purposes. When 

you played back a wax it was destroyed, so I only did that once in a while. The men had to trust and 

believe in me as I believed in them. When the first Commodores arrived and they heard what we had 

recorded, we all believed. They were the first independently made jazz recordings of America’s greatest 

contribution to the arts. Soon many others would follow, but no one ever equalled the excitement 

and warmth of the Commodore recordings that were produced for the next decade. You can still hear 

it in the performances, for the players were in their prime and at the peak of their ability, and they 

loved each other and Milt Gabler as I loved them. 

The first Commodores were recorded on January 17,1938, the day following the famous Benny 

Goodman Carnegie Hall Concert, but the Wild Bill Davison and His Commodores dates were not cut 

until November 27,1943, almost six years later. Why? There were a number of reasons. Wild Bill was 

not available as he did not transfer to New York permanently until 1942. The American Federation 

of Musicians’ first ban on recordings commenced July 1,1942, and it lasted until nearly the end of 

1943. About the end of 19411 started the now legendary Sunday Afternoon Jam Sessions at Ryans 

on 52nd Street, and I used the wild one at the beginning of the second series of concerts in the fall 

of 1942. He was an immediate success at these bashes, and he soon became a fixture all over town. 

I could not get my dream band consisting of Wild Bill, Pee Wee, Brunis (in the front line), Eddie Condon, 

Gene Schroeder, Bob Casey and George Wettling until the musician strike was settled. As an alter¬ 

nate on clarinet we kept Edmond Hall in the wings for the New Orleans tunes that cried for a more 

authentic clarinetist than my all-time choice Pee Wee Russell, who always had his own thing going. 

In fact my preferences on that particular instrument have always been Benny Goodman, Pee Wee 

Russell and Edmond Hall but not necessarily in that order. The tune, arrangement and the band would 

affect my choice of player, but for sheer heart, humor, and poetic sense there could be NO choice 

other than Pee Wee. He had it all the way. 

It took the world a long while to catch up to Russell and I can still see and remember when Lester 

Young would stand alongside the little bandstand at Ryans when Charles Ellsworth Russell was in 

the front line and the “Prez” would be all smiles. I recommend your comparing Lester’s clarinet work 

on the K.C. Six / Want A Little Girl on Commodore with any of Pee Wee’s soulful lower register solos, 

and you tell me they were not brothers. Lester Young always knew about Pee Wee Russell. He did 

not have to copy him, for they both were poets. 



I had no trouble discussing the tunes for the various combinations of musicians (later to be 

called his Gang) with Eddie Condon, for he and I always thought as one man about the music we 

loved. He always favored the good old popular tunes, for he was a musical purist with superb taste. 

If you are familiar with the early songs we did together, here are numbers like It’s Right Here For You, 

Mammy O’ Mine, Jada, Ballin’ The Jack, Don’t Leave Me Daddy, Dancing Fool, Pray For The Lights 

To Go Out and many others-songs Eddie recalled had been sung around the Condon household when 

he was a youngster. If I would ask him to do a Muskrat Ramble or At The Jazz Band Ball he would 

put me off and say “Those tunes are bloody, we have whipped them so often, and not only our band, 

every band plays those tunes to death.” One thing we both agreed upon however was that Condon 

would never have to record When The Saints Go Marching In. That worthy title is still not in the Com¬ 

modore catalogue by any artist. 

I always wanted to preserve the repertoire of the early jazz bands for future generations to enjoy, 

study and learn from. Today we would call the music I love an endangered species. The old record¬ 

ings were vanishing from the market place. I yearned to make definitive versions of all my favorites 

by the original creators of the numbers, or by the musicians who had heard them play the tunes and 

had been inspired to keep them alive. Some of the musicans were even better than the men who wrote 

the tunes in the first place, just as the sound of my records was an improvement over the old pro¬ 

ductions. If I succeeded, there would be well-recorded examples of music that one never heard on 

the radio, or from the swing bands of the ’40’s. Sure, the Bob Crosby band and The Bob Cats made 

a good try, but they never could cut the Condonites or the Commodore fever. I knew that the major 

record companies tended to discontinue records that did not sell and earn their keep. In those years 

I did not realize that even a small company cannot afford to issue recordings that do not sell enough 

copies to sustain the label. 

We organized the recording sessions at the radio station WOR recording studio, and Wild Bill 

Davison’s was the first. George Brunis was next with the identical band. Bill was up again for the third 

session, only on that date I changed the clarinetist, and Edmond Hall replaced Pee Wee. Eddie Condon 

was my musical director for all of these dates as he had been for my earlier ones back as far as January 

17,1938. The men were thrilled to be recording again after the long A.F. of M. hiatus. You can hear 

it in the recordings, for the fire and excitement of these particular sessions has never been surpassed. 

I truly feel Jazz A-Plenty is one of the greatest sides in the history of jazz recordings, and that it belongs 

in the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences (NARAS) Hall of Fame. The recordings were 

so special I decided to call the band WILD BILL DAVISON AND HIS COMMODORES. His is the only 

band to bear the name of the Music Shop. I could think of no greater honor for the sides recorded 

and the men that made them. 

William E. (Wild Bill) Davison was born in Defiance, Ohio on January 5,1906. He learned to play 

cornet as a boy, and doubled on that instrument and banjo in a small band he put together while in 

grade school. He kept at his music, and by the age of eighteen recorded with the Chubb-Steinberg 

band of Cincinnati in the years 1924 and ’25. The following year the band’s name changed to the Omer- 

Hicks orchestra, and they travelled to New York City where they locked horns with Fletcher Hender¬ 

son at Roseland. By 1927 Bill was back west again in Chicago, doing theatre orchestra work with Benny 

Meroffs aggregation. It was in Chicago that he met up with Louis Armstrong and Zutty Singleton, 

and three exponents of what was to become known as Chicago Style, Eddie Condon, Pee Wee Russell 

and George Wettling. All of these men are on these recordings as well as the very important George 

Brunis, whose trombone punctuation is a perfect foil for the hard driving Davison. From about 1933 

through 1940 Bill was up in Milwaukee fronting his own groups. He did get down to Chicago once 

in a while, but Eddie and the others were long gone and in New York with Wettling, doing big band 

stints. All of the action for Wild Bill’s kind of music was in the Big Apple, either down in the Village 

at Nick’s, or up on 52nd Street at Ryan’s Milt Gabler Sunday Jazz Concerts. The Condonites were in 

the thick of everything that Davision wanted to do, and he moved to join them in 1941 -1942. His 

first important recordings were the Commodore sides which appear in this collection. 

It was a combination of things, the men, the music and the right moment in time, that made these 

records happen, and they were a happening. Every musician was hand picked, and these were the 

favorite tunes fo their fans, the record buyers. The men were all thoroughbreds, with fifteen more 

years of playing under their belts, for most of them, since the early Chicago Rhythm Kings session 

that had inspired me. I only use that date as a point in time, for only one man, Eddie Condon, had 

been on those sides. When I gave them a “Stand By!” and the red light went on in the studio, they 

were ready. They were off to one of the happiest days I have ever experienced. You can hear it in the 

grooves. 

Bill is still blowing that steaming hot horn the same as he did in the early forties when the Com¬ 

modores were made. He appears as guest soloist with jazz bands here, in England as well as on the 

continent. Today there are many traditional bands that did learn from the early Commodores, and 

Bill punches out that fine lead horn for them. I am sure he is savoring every note and every moment 

of his well deserved acclaim. He does come back to perform each year-to greet his old friends, and 

to meet the new devotees of a music that will never dies, though it is still endangered. 

Milt Gabler 



due to the historical significance of this material, the recordings here are produced in their original mono format 
TO ENSURE FIDELITY OF SOUND. IN SOME INSTANCES SURFACE NOISES HAVE REMAINED IN FAVOR OF ALTERING THE MUSICAL CONTENT 
OF THE PROGRAM. 

THE COMMODORE SERIES (Also Available In LP & Cassette) 

CCD 7000 THE COMMODORE JAZZ SAMPLER 
(Not available in Lp and Cassette) 

CCD 7001 BILLIE HOLIDAY 
CCD 7002 GIANTS OF THE TENOR SAX (/38-/44) 

Lester Young "Prez"/Kansas City Six 
and Five 

CCD 7003 GIANTS OF THE TENOR SAX Coleman 
Hawkins/Frank Wess 

CCD 7004 GIANTS OF THE TENOR SAX 
Chu Berry/Lucky Thompson 

CCD 7005 GIANTS OF THE TENOR SAX Ben Webster/ 
Don Byas 

CCD 7006 TOWN HALL CONCERT 1945 Gene Krupa, 
Charlie Ventura, Teddy Wilson, others 

CCD 7007 JAMMIN' AT COMMODORE 
Eddie Condon/Bud Freeman 

CCD 7008 JESS STACY AND FRIENDS Jess Stacy/ 
Lee Wiley/Muggsy Spanier 

CCD 7009 JAZZ IN NEW YORK-1944 Bobby Hackett, 
Miff Mole, Muggsy Spanier 

CCD 7010 "JAZZ AT THE CAFE SOCIETY, N.Y. IN THE 
'40's" Eddie Heywood/ Edmond Hall 

CCD 7011 "JAZZ A-PLENTY" Wild Bill 
Davison/George Brunis 

CCD 7012 PIANO SOLOS Willie "The Lion" Smith 
CCD 7013 SWING STREET SHOWCASE Jonah Jones/ 

Stuff Smith/DeParis Bros., others 
CCD 7014 PIANO SOLOS Teddy Wilson/Edmond Hall 
CCD 7015 "BALLIN' THE JACK" Eddie Condon and 

His Band 
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